Phet molecule shapes vsepr activity answers

Building Molecules - Molecular Geometry ACTIVITYCovalent Bonding Unit Items: · Molecular Geometry Chart · Building Molecules – Molecular Geometry ACTIVITY: VERSION A o (Linear, Bent, Trigonal Planar, Tetrahedral, Trigonal Pyramidal, Trigonal Bipyramidal, Seesaw, T-Shaped, Square Planar, Square Pyramidal, Octahedral) · Building
Molecules – Molecular Geometry ACTIVITY: VERSION B o (Linear, Bent, Trigonal Planar, Trigonal Pyramidal, Tetrahedral) · Building Molecules – Molecular Geometry ACTIVITY: This theory helps to determine the shape of polyatomic covalent molecules. In a polyatomic molecule, central atom solely determines the shape. The total number of bond
pair and lone pair determines the geometry of the molecule. Shape is determined based on the number of lone pair on central atom. The complete form of VSEPR is Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory. There are three postulates of VSEPR theory Electrons are arranged in polyatomic molecule I such a way that the repulsion between atoms is
minimized. Any Bond pair or lone pair is considered as one density area surrounding area of electron density. VSEPR theory doesn’t distinguish between single and multiple bond. Lone pair on central atom is considered as electron cloud and repels the bond pair of electrons causing the bond angle to decrease. The degree of repulsion Lone pair-lone
pair> lone pair-bond pair> bond pair-bond pair The geometry based on the total number of electron groups surrounding central atom is called electronic geometry. 3D molecular shape changes from electronic geometry when there is(are) lone pair of electrons on the central atom. Bond angle is determined by connecting the two adjacent atoms with
a central atom. To determine the shape, count groups, atoms and lone pairs, and keep the groups as far away from each other as possible. Two groups- linear, 180 degree, three groups- trigonal planar, 120 degree, four groups- Tetrahedral 109.5 degree. Here is the complete VSEPR chart. VSEPR Theory – Molecular Geometries # Areas of e- density
Electronic Molecular Bond Total Bonding Lone Geometry Geometry Angles 2 2 0 Linear Linear 180° 3 3 0 Trigonal planar Trigonal planar 120⁰ 3 2 1 Trigonal planar Angular 120° 4 4 0 Tetrahedral Tetrahedral 109.5° 4 3 1 Tetrahedral Trigonal pyramidal 107 ° 4 2 2 Tetrahedral Angular 105° Here is the complete VSEPR table with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
regions of electron density area surrounding the central atom. We will try to understand VSEPR thorugh the simulation below: Description: Open the Phet simulation link to VSEPR activity Click on the “model “ and observe the two electron groups electron geometry surrounding the central atom. Click on the electron geometry, molecular geometry
and bond angle. Then go to the real molecule section and choose CO2. Can you predict the molecular, electronic geometry and bond angle? Choose BF3 molecule under real molecule section and click on the molecular geometry, electronic geometry and bond angle. Now choose SO2, in SO2, total three electron density areas but two of them are
bonding and one is lone pair. What do you observe for electronic, molecular geometry and bond angle? Why? In methane, there are total bond groups an no lone pair. For four electron density areas, the ideal geometry is tetrahedral and molecular shape is same as electronic geometry. The ideal tetrahedral bond angle is 109.50 Take the water
molecule. H2O has two bond pairs and two lone pairs, total four electron density groups. The shape of the molecule is bent although the geometry is tetrahedral. The bond angle is 104.50 which is less than ideal for tetrahedral geometry (109.50) due to presence of two lone lone pairs. Choose the molecule NH3. Can you predict the electronic
geometry, molecular geometry and bond angle looking at the structure? The molecular shape of H2O is bent. Here are some more examples: To practice more problems, watch the video. Questions: For each of the following draw the Lewis dot structure and determine electronic geometry, molecular shape and bond angle. a) NF3 b) BI3 c) CH4 d) SO2
e) C2H4 f) CO32- Ans: a) tetrahedral, trigonal pyramidal, less than 109.5 b) Trigonal planar, trigonal planar, 120 c) Tetrahedral, Tetrahedral, 109.5 d) Trigonal planar, angular, less than 120 e) Trigonal planar, trigonal planar, 120 f) Trigonal planar, trigonal planar, 120 Name AP Chemistry Molecular Geometry & Polarity Molecular Geometry A key to
understanding the wide range of physical and chemical properties of substances is recognizing that atoms combine with other atoms More information Introduction Laboratory 11: Molecular Compounds and Lewis Structures Molecular compounds are formed by sharing electrons between non-metal atoms. A useful theory for understanding the
formation of molecular More information EXPERIMENT 17 : Lewis Dot Structure / VSEPR Theory Materials: Molecular Model Kit INTRODUCTION Although it has recently become possible to image molecules and even atoms using a high-resolution microscope, More information 5. Structure, Geometry, and Polarity of Molecules What you will
accomplish in this experiment This experiment will give you an opportunity to draw Lewis structures of covalent compounds, then use those More information EXPERIMENT 9 Dot Structures and Geometries of Molecules INTRODUCTION Lewis dot structures are our first tier in drawing molecules and representing bonds between the atoms. The
method was first published More information CHM 1025 & CHM 1025L Introduction to Chemistry Course Description CHM 1025 Introduction to Chemistry (3) P CHM 1025L Introduction to Chemistry Laboratory (1) P This introductory course is intended to introduce More information Answer the following questions. CHEMISTRY BONDING REVIEW
1. What are the three kinds of bonds which can form between atoms? The three types of Bonds are Covalent, Ionic and Metallic. Name Date Block 2. More information Molecular Models in Biology Objectives: After this lab a student will be able to: 1) Understand the properties of atoms that give rise to bonds. 2) Understand how and why atoms form
ions. 3) Model covalent, More information Vocabulary: VSEPR Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory domain = any electron pair, or any double or triple bond is considered one domain. lone pair = non-bonding pair = unshared pair = any electron More information Chem 1: Chapter 10 Page 1 Chapter 10 Molecular Geometry and Chemical
Bonding Theory I) VSEPR Model Valence-Shell Electron-Pair Repulsion Model A) Model predicts Predicts electron arrangement and molecular More information (Revised 05/22/2015) Introduction In the early 1900s, the chemist G. N. Lewis proposed that bonds between atoms consist of two electrons apiece and that most atoms are able to
accommodate eight electrons More information AP Chemistry A. Allan Chapter 8 Notes - Bonding: General Concepts 8.1 Types of Chemical Bonds A. Ionic Bonding 1. Electrons are transferred 2. Metals react with nonmetals 3. Ions paired have lower energy More information Theme 3: Bonding and Molecular Structure. (Chapter 8) End of Chapter
questions: 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 18, 23, 27, 28, 32, 33, 39, 43, 46, 67, 77 Chemical reaction valence electrons of atoms rearranged (lost, More information CHAPTER 6 Chemical Bonding SECTION 1 Introduction to Chemical Bonding OBJECTIVES 1. Define Chemical bond. 2. Explain why most atoms form chemical bonds. 3. Describe ionic and covalent
bonding.. 4. Explain More information Molecular and VSEPR We gratefully acknowledge Portland ommunity ollege for the use of this experiment. Objectives To construct molecular models for covalently bonded atoms in molecules and polyatomic ions More information Bonding & Molecular Shape Ron Robertson r2 n:\files\courses\1110-20\2010

possible slides for web\00bondingtrans.doc The Nature of Bonding Types 1. Ionic 2. Covalent 3. Metallic 4. Coordinate covalent Driving More information CHAPTER EIGHT BNDING: GENERAL CNCEPT or Review 1. Electronegativity is the ability of an atom in a molecule to attract electrons to itself. Electronegativity is a bonding term. Electron
affinity is the More information VSEPR Model The structure around a given atom is determined principally by minimizing electron pair repulsions. The Valence-Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Model The valence-shell electron pair repulsion More information Chemistry I ATOMIC BONDING PRACTICE QUIZ Mr. Scott Select the best answer. 1) A mutual
electrical attraction between the nuclei and valence electrons of different atoms that binds the atoms together is More information Name: Class: Date: Unit 9 Practice Multiple Choice Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 1) The basis of the VSEPR model of molecular bonding is. A) regions of More information
Chemical Bonding: Covalent Systems Written by Rebecca Sunderman, Ph.D Week 1, Winter 2012, Matter & Motion A covalent bond is a bond formed due to a sharing of electrons. Lewis structures provide a description More information Name Date lass APTER 6 REVIEW hemical Bonding SETIN 1 SRT ANSWER Answer the following questions in the
space provided. 1. a A chemical bond between atoms results from the attraction between the valence More information Chem 1A Dr. White Updated /5/1 1 Chemistry Workbook 2: Problems For Exam 2 Section 2-1: Covalent Bonding 1. On a potential energy diagram, the most stable state has the highest/lowest potential energy. More information 129
Lewis Structures G. N. Lewis hypothesized that electron pair bonds between unlike elements in the second (and sometimes the third) row occurred in a way that electrons were shared such that each element More information Test Bank - Chapter 4 The questions in the test bank cover the concepts from the lessons in Chapter 4. Select questions from
any of the categories that match the content you covered with students. The More information UTID: 2013 Objective Test Section Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. There is only one correct answer; please carefully bubble your choice on the scantron sheet. More information Comparing Ionic and Covalent
Bonds Chapter 7 Covalent Bonds and Molecular Structure Intermolecular forces (much weaker than bonds) must be broken Ionic bonds must be broken 1 Ionic Bonds Covalent Bonds More information Literacy Advantage Physical Science Physical Science Literacy Advantage offers a tightly focused curriculum designed to address fundamental
concepts such as the nature and structure of matter, the characteristics More information 1 SAPES MLEULES (VSEPR MDEL) Valence Shell Electron-Pair Repulsion model - Electron pairs surrounding atom spread out as to minimize repulsion. - Electron pairs can be bonding pairs (including multiple More information Chapter 2: The Chemical Context
of Life Name Period This chapter covers the basics that you may have learned in your chemistry class. Whether your teacher goes over this chapter, or assigns it for you More information Chapter 10 Molecular Geometry and Chemical Bonding Theory Concept Check 10.1 An atom in a molecule is surrounded by four pairs of electrons, one lone pair
and three bonding pairs. Describe how the four More information Solutions to Additional Bonding Problems 1 1. For the following examples, the valence electron count is placed in parentheses after the empirical formula and only the resonance structures that satisfy More information BONDING MIDTERM REVIEW 7546-1 - Page 1 1) Which substance
contains positive ions immersed in a sea of mobile electrons? A) O2(s) B) Cu(s) C) CuO(s) D) SiO2(s) 2) The bond between hydrogen and oxygen in More information A REVIEW OF GENERAL CEMISTRY: ELECTRONS, BONDS AND MOLECULAR PROPERTIES A STUDENT SOULD BE ABLE TO: 1. Draw Lewis (electron dot and line) structural formulas
for simple compounds and ions from molecular More information 1. Is H 3 O + polar or non-polar? (1 point) a) Polar b) Non-polar CHEMISTRY 101 EXAM 3 (FORM B) DR. SIMON NORTH 2. The bond strength is considerably greater in HF than in the other three hydrogen halides More information Ionic and Covalent Bonds Ionic Bonds Transfer of
Electrons When metals bond with nonmetals, electrons are from the metal to the nonmetal The becomes a cation and the becomes an anion. The between the cation More information Chapter 8 Concepts of Chemical Bonding Chemical Bonds Three types: Ionic Electrostatic attraction between ions Covalent Sharing of electrons Metallic Metal atoms
bonded to several other atoms Ionic Bonding More information Basic Chemistry Why do we study chemistry in a biology course? All living organisms are composed of chemicals. To understand life, we must understand the structure, function, and properties of the chemicals More information POLARITY AND MOLECULAR SHAPE WITH HYPERCHEM
LITE LAB MOD4.COMP From Gannon University SIM INTRODUCTION Many physical properties of matter, such as boiling point and melting point, are the result of the More information Chapter 9 Molecular Geometry & Bonding Theories I) Molecular Geometry (Shapes) Chemical reactivity of molecules depends on the nature of the bonds between
the atoms as well on its 3D structure Molecular More information Structures and Properties of Substances Introducing Valence-Shell Electron- Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) Theory The VSEPR theory In 1957, the chemist Ronald Gillespie and Ronald Nyholm, developed a model for More information hemistry for Biomedical Engineering. Exercises Topic 2
Authors: ors: Juan Baselga & María González Exercises Topic 2: Molecules 1. Using hybridization concepts and VSEPR model describe the molecular geometry More information Name Section # Date of Experiment Covalent Bonding and Molecular Geometry When atoms combine to form molecules (this also includes complex ions) by forming covalent
bonds, the relative positions of the More information AP hemistry Practice Test #6 hapter 8 and 9 1. Which of the following statements is incorrect? a. Ionic bonding results from the transfer of electrons from one atom to another. b. Dipole moments result More information AP CHEMISTRY 2009 SCORING GUIDELINES Question 6 (8 points) Answer
the following questions related to sulfur and one of its compounds. (a) Consider the two chemical species S and S 2. (i) Write the electron More information Name: 1) Which molecule is nonpolar and has a symmetrical shape? A) NH3 B) H2O C) HCl D) CH4 7222-1 - Page 1 2) When ammonium chloride crystals are dissolved in water, the temperature
of the water decreases. More information Today: Ionic Bonding vs. Covalent Bonding Strengths of Covalent Bonds: Bond Energy Diagrams Bond Polarities: Nonpolar Covalent vs. Polar Covalent vs. Ionic Electronegativity Differences Dipole Moments More information Unit C Practice Problems Chapter 8 1. Draw the lewis structures for the following
molecules: a. BeF 2 b. SO 3 c. CNS 1- d. NO 2. The correct Lewis symbol for ground state carbon is a) b) c) d) e) 3. Which More information NAME 1. When compared to H 2 S, H 2 O has a higher 8. Given the Lewis electron-dot diagram: boiling point because H 2 O contains stronger metallic bonds covalent bonds ionic bonds hydrogen bonds 2. Which
More information Chapter10 Tro 1. All of the geometries listed below are examples of the five basic geometries for molecules with more than 3 atoms except A) planar triangular B) octahedral C) tetrahedral D) trihedral More information hemistry 15, hapter 7 Exercises Types of Bonds 1. Using the periodic table classify the bonds in the following
compounds as ionic or covalent. If covalent, classify the bond as polar or not. Mg2 4 i2 a(3)2 More information Question 4.1: Explain the formation of a chemical bond. A chemical bond is defined as an attractive force that holds the constituents (atoms, ions etc.) together in a chemical species. Various theories More information CH101/105, GENERAL
CHEMITRY LABORATORY LABORATORY LECTURE 5 EXPERIMENT 5: LEWI TRUCTURE AND MOLECULAR HAPE Lecture topics I. LEWI TRUCTURE a) calculation of the valence electron numbers; b) choosing the More information EXPERIMENT # 17 CHEMICAL BONDING AND MOLECULAR POLARITY Purpose: 1. To distinguish between
different types of chemical bonds. 2. To predict the polarity of some common molecules from a knowledge of bond More information Polarity Andy Schweitzer What does it mean to be polar? A molecule is polar if it contains + and somewhere in the molecule. Remember: Protons can not move. So for a molecule to get a +/- it must somehow More
information CHEMISTRY STANDARDS BASED RUBRIC ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND BONDING Essential Standard: STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND THAT THE PROPERTIES OF MATTER AND THEIR INTERACTIONS ARE A CONSEQUENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF MATTER, More information COURSE SYLLABUS CHEM 103: General ChemistryFall 2010 University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Instructor Dr. Sudeep Bhattacharyay Office P-452 Office Phone 715 836 2278 Office Hours By appointment E-mail bhattas@uwec.edu More information CHAPTER 12: CHEMICAL BONDING Active Learning Questions: 3-9, 11-19, 21-22 End-of-Chapter Problems: 1-36, 41-59, 60(a,b), 61(b,d), 62(a,b), 64-77,
79-89, 92-101, 106-109, 112, 115-119 An American chemist More information onour Chemistry Unit 3: Quantum Theory, Periodicity and Chemical Bonding Chapter 10: Chemical Bonding II Molecular Geometry & Intermolecular orces 10.1: Molecular Geometry Molecular Structure: - the three-dimensional More information ATER 10 TE AE MLEULE
10.1 To be the central atom in a compound, the atom must be able to simultaneously bond to at least two other atoms. e,, and cannot serve as central atoms in a Lewis structure. elium More information Geometries and Valence Bond Theory Worksheet Also do Chapter 10 textbook problems: 33, 35, 47, 49, 51, 55, 57, 61, 63, 67, 83, 87. 1. Fill in the
tables below for each of the species shown. a) CCl 2 2 More information hemistry 121 Problem set V olutions - 1 hem 121 Problem et V Lewis tructures, VEPR and Polarity AWER 1. pecies Elecronegativity difference in bond Bond Polarity Mp 3 E = 3.0-3.0 = 0 for - very weakly polar More information Introduction Name(s) Visualizing Molecular
Orbitals: A MacSpartan Pro Experience In class we have discussed Lewis structures, resonance, VSEPR, hybridization and molecular orbitals. These concepts are More information Molecular Models Experiment #1 Objective: To become familiar with the 3-dimensional structure of organic molecules, especially the tetrahedral structure of alkyl carbon
atoms and the planar structure of More information LS1a Fall 2014 Section Week #1 I. Valence Electrons and Bonding The number of valence (outer shell) electrons in an atom determines how many bonds it can form. Knowing the number of valence electrons present More information John E. McMurry Chapter 2 Polar Covalent Bonds; Acids and
Bases Javier E. Horta, M.D., Ph.D. University of Massachusetts Lowell Polar Covalent Bonds: Electronegativity More information Bonding Models Section (Chapter, M&T) Chemical Bonding We will look at three models of bonding: Lewis model Valence Bond model M theory Bonding Models (Lewis) Bonding Models (Lewis) Lewis model of bonding
More information Name: AP Chemistry Period: Date: R.F. Mandes, PhD, NBCT Complete each table with the appropriate information. Compound IMF Compound IMF 1 NiCl 3 7 ClCH 2 (CH 2 ) 3 CH 3 2 Fe 8 H 2 CF 2 3 Ar 9 H 2 NCH 2 More information . ATOMIC STRUCTURE FUNDAMENTALS LEARNING OBJECTIVES To review the basics concepts
of atomic structure that have direct relevance to the fundamental concepts of organic chemistry. This material is essential More information Chapter 4 Lecture Notes Chapter 4 Educational Goals 1. Given the formula of a molecule, the student will be able to draw the line-bond (Lewis) structure. 2. Understand and construct condensed structural More
information AP* Bonding & Molecular Structure ree Response Questions page 1 (1) AP is a registered trademark of the ollege Board. The ollege Board was not involved in the production of and does not endorse this product. More information Why? The chemical properties of an element are based on the number of electrons in the outer shell of its
atoms. We use Lewis dot structures to map these valence electrons in order to identify stable electron More information APTER SEVEN Molecular Geometry 7.13 Molecular geometry may be defined as the three-dimensional arrangement of atoms in a molecule. The study of molecular geometry is important in that a molecule s geometry More
information ATER 10 TE AE MLEULE EMIAL ETI BED READIG RBLEM B10.1 lan: Examine the Lewis structure, noting the number of regions of electron density around the carbon and nitrogen atoms in the two resonance structures. More information Lewis Dot Notation Ionic Bonds Covalent Bonds Polar Covalent Bonds Lewis Dot Notation Revisited
Resonance Lewis Dot notation is a way of describing the outer shell (also called the valence shell) of an More information POLAR COVALENT BONDS Ionic compounds form repeating. Covalent compounds form distinct. Consider adding to NaCl(s) vs. H 2 O(s): Sometimes when atoms of two different elements form a bond by sharing an More
information John E. McMurry www.cengage.com/chemistry/mcmurry Chapter 2 Polar Covalent Bonds: Acids and Bases Modified by Dr. Daniela R. Radu Why This Chapter? Description of basic ways chemists account for chemical More information EXPERIMENT 1: Survival Organic Chemistry: Molecular Models Introduction: The goal in this
laboratory experience is for you to easily and quickly move between empirical formulas, molecular formulas, condensed More information DCI for Electronegativity Data Table: Substance Ionic/covalent EN value EN Value EN NaCl ionic (Na) 0.9 (Cl) 3.0 2.1 KBr (K) 0.8 (Br) 2.8 MgO (Mg) 1.2 (O) 3.5 HCl (H) 2.1 (Cl) 3.0 HF (H) 2.1 (F) 4.0 Cl More
information 1. Which of the following covalent bonds is the most polar (highest percent ionic character)? A. Al I B. Si I C. Al Cl D. Si Cl E. Si P 2. What is the hybridization of the central atom in ClO 3? A. sp More information CEM110 Week 12 Notes (Chemical Bonding) Page 1 of 8 To help understand molecules (or radicals or ions), VSEPR shapes, and
properties (such as polarity and bond length), we will draw the Lewis (or electron More information Assessment Anchors and Pennsylvania Department of Education www.education.state.pa.us 2010 PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION General Introduction to the Keystone Exam Assessment Anchors Introduction More information
Chemistry 151 Final Exam Name: SSN: Exam Rules & Guidelines Show your work. No credit will be given for an answer unless your work is shown. Indicate your answer with a box or a circle. All paperwork must More information Survival Organic Chemistry Part I: Molecular Models The goal in this laboratory experience is to get you so you can
easily and quickly move between empirical formulas, molecular formulas, condensed formulas, More information TYPES EMIAL BDIG 1 Ionic Bonding - Bond between ions whose charges attract each other - ne atom gives electrons and one atom takes electrons. Example a + l - ionic bond ovalent Bonding - two atoms each More information Chapter 10
Bonding: Lewis electron dot structures and more Bonding is the essence of chemistry! Not just physics! Chemical bonds are the forces that hold atoms together in molecules, in ionic compounds, More information Chapter 2 The Chemical Context of Life Multiple-Choice Questions 1) About 25 of the 92 natural elements are known to be essential to life.
Which four of these 25 elements make up approximately 96% of living More information hapter 8 ovalent Bonding and Molecular Structure 8-1 hapter 8: ovalent Bonding and Molecular Structure hapter 8 8.1 Interactions Between Particles: oulomb s Law 8.2 ovalent Bonding Basics 8.3 Lewis Structures More information Chapter 4: Structure and
Properties of Ionic and Covalent Compounds 4.1 Chemical Bonding o Chemical Bond - the force of attraction between any two atoms in a compound. o Interactions involving valence More information 7.4 Using the Bohr Theory LEARNING TIP Models such as Figures 1 to 4, on pages 218 and 219, help you visualize scientific explanations. As you
examine Figures 1 to 4, look back and forth between the diagrams More information Chapter 13 - LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS Problems to try at end of chapter: Answers in Appendix I: 1,3,5,7b,9b,15,17,23,25,29,31,33,45,49,51,53,61 13.1 Properties of Liquids 1. Liquids take the shape of their container, More information ACE PRACTICE TEST Chapter 8,
Quiz 3 1. Using bond energies, calculate the heat in kj for the following reaction: CH 4 + 4 F 2 CF 4 + 4 HF. Use the following bond energies: CH = 414 kj/mol, F 2 = 155 kj/mol, More information Chemistry UNIT I: Introduction to Chemistry The student will be able to describe what chemistry is and its scope. a. Define chemistry. b. Explain that
chemistry overlaps many other areas of science. The More information Code: CHEM-101 Title: General Chemistry I Institute: STEM Department: Chemistry Course Description:The student will investigate the fundamental concepts of chemistry from a theoretical approach and participate More information Prentice Hall Chemistry (Wilbraham) 2008,
National Student Edition - South Carolina Teacher s Edition High School C O R R E L A T E D T O High School C-1.1 Apply established rules for significant digits, More information AP* Atomic Structure & Periodicity ree Response Questions KEY page 1 1980 a) points 1s s p 6 3s 3p 6 4s 3d 10 4p 3 b) points for the two electrons in the 4s: 4, 0, 0, +1/
and 4, 0, 0, - 1/ for the three More information ATER 10 TE AE MLEULE 10.1 To be the central atom in a compound, the atom must be able to simultaneously bond to at least two other atoms. e,, and cannot serve as central atoms in a Lewis structure. elium More information SME TUGH CLLEGE PRBLEMS! LEWIS DT STRUCTURES 1. An acceptable
Lewis dot structure for 2 is (A) (B) (C) 2. Which molecule contains one unshared pair of valence electrons? (A) H 2 (B) H 3 (C) CH 4 acl 3. More information Chemistry 111 Laboratory Experiment 4: Visualizing Molecular Orbitals with MacSpartan Pro (This experiment will be conducted in OR341) Introduction In class we have discussed Lewis
structures, resonance, More information Type of Chemical Bonds Covalent bond Polar Covalent bond Ionic bond Hydrogen bond Metallic bond Van der Waals bonds. Covalent Bonds Covalent bond: bond in which one or more pairs of electrons are shared More information
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